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MOUNT GIBSON IRON LIMITED (“MOUNT GIBSON”) 
QUARTERLY REPORT 
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED 30 SEPTEMBER 2011 
ASX ANNOUNCEMENT 27 OCTOBER 2011 
 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 Strong sales from Koolan Island and Tallering Peak totalling 1.63 million tonnes 

 Tallering Peak sales of 760,000 wmt, up 15% on the previous quarter and up 5% on 

the corresponding period last year 

 Koolan Island sales of 873,000 wmt, up 195% on the previous quarter and up 9% on 

the corresponding period last year 

 Koolan Island Main Pit stage 1 ore production to commence in the December quarter 

 Extension Hill crushing and screening facility structural defects rectified and meets 

Australian design standards 

 First sales from Extension Hill expected in the December quarter 

 Glencore contracted to purchase 48% of Extension Hill annual ore production 

 Mount Gibson to sell an additional 1,000,000 tonnes of mineralised waste material 

from Koolan Island to Shougang 

 Mount Gibson agrees settlement with Rizhao 

 Rizhao to purchase 25% of Extension Hill annual production at a premium to 

the market clearing price 

 Rizhao to purchase 1.7 million tonnes of mineralised waste from Koolan 

Island 
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CORPORATE 

Long Term Extension Hill Offtake Agreement with Glencore 

On 16 August 2011 Mount Gibson announced that it has entered into a life of mine agreement for the sale of 
Extension Hill hematite with Glencore International, one of the world's leading integrated producers and 
marketers of commodities. 

Under the agreement, Glencore will purchase 48% of life of mine production, equivalent to approximately 1.44 
mtpa at production rates of 3 mtpa.  Pricing under the agreement will be referable to a market based clearing 
mechanism using Platts indices. 

Settlement Agreement with Rizhao Steel 

On 18 October 2011 Mount Gibson announced that it has agreed settlement terms on behalf of its two 
operating subsidiaries with Rizhao Steel Holding Group Co Ltd (“Rizhao Steel”) in relation to two arbitral 
awards delivered in Mount Gibson’s favour in August 2010. 

Under the awards, which were delivered following arbitrations between the parties and announced to ASX on 
17 August 2010, Rizhao Steel was ordered to pay Mount Gibson US$114 million in damages plus interest of 
6% from the date of award plus Mount Gibson’s costs of the arbitration. 

The awards have to date remained wholly unmet.  Mount Gibson has sought recognition and enforcement of 
the awards in various jurisdictions, including in the People’s Republic of China.  These efforts have culminated 
in a settlement on terms favourable to Mount Gibson and its shareholders. 

Under the settlement, Rizhao Steel will enter into two offtake agreements with Mount Gibson, the first of which 
is in respect of an agreed quantity of mineralised waste material from Koolan Island, and the second for 
Extension Hill hematite. 

Under the Koolan Island agreement, Rizhao will purchase 1,700,000 tonnes of mineralised waste material 
from Koolan Island over a two to three year period. 

In addition, Rizhao Steel has agreed to purchase 25% of annual production from Extension Hill at a market 
clearing price plus an agreed premium, over a period of 5 years. 

Rizhao Steel will also pay Mount Gibson a non-refundable deposit of US$15 million. 

Mineralised Waste Sales to Shougang 

Mount Gibson has agreed to sell an additional 1,000,000 tonnes of mineralised waste material (<54% Fe and 
high contaminant) from Koolan Island to a wholly owned subsidiary of Shougang Concord International 
Enterprises Company Limited (“Shougang Concord”), over a three year period with formal documentation to 
be agreed. 
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OPERATIONS 

Consolidated 

 

Sept 
2011 
qtr 

000’s 

TOTAL 
11-12 

 
000’s 

Mining    
Waste Mined bcm 4,089 4,089 
Ore Mined wmt 1,823 1,823 
Crushing    
Lump wmt 832  832 
Fines wmt 711  711 

Total wmt 1,543 1,543 
Shipping    
Lump wmt 716  716 
Fines wmt 917  917 

Total wmt 1,633 1,633 

Tallering Peak 

Total material movement was 9% below the previous quarter and in line with Mount Gibson’s expectations.  
Ore mined was also in line with expectation and was sourced from T6a3d1 and T6a3c.  Waste movements 
focused on developing the T6a3d cutback.   

Crusher throughput was in line with Mount Gibson’s expectation whilst road and rail haulage was up 9% and 
5% on the previous quarter respectively.  Shipments exceeded the previous quarter by 15% and were up 5% 
on the corresponding period last year. 

Sales from Tallering Peak in the December quarter will be influenced by the commencement of rail haulage 
and shipping from Extension Hill.  Mount Gibson will batch transport ore from Tallering Peak and Extension 
Hill to the Geraldton port utilising Mount Gibson’s existing berth 4 facilities to mitigate, as far as practicable, 
the impact of any possible delays to the construction of the Geraldton port train unloader facility.  Full 3 million 
tonne per annum shipping rates from both Tallering Peak and Extension Hill will only be achieved when the 
upgraded train unloader at the Geraldton port is commissioned which is tentatively scheduled for the end of 
the March quarter 2012. 



Production for the September quarter is detailed in the following table: 

 

Sept 
2011 
qtr 

000’s 

TOTAL 
11-12 

 
000’s 

Mining    
Waste Mined bcm 1,658 1,658 
Ore Mined wmt 694  694 
Crushing    
Lump wmt 479  479 
Fines wmt 329  329 

Total wmt 808  808 
Transport to Mullewa Railhead    
Lump wmt 469  469 
Fines wmt 327  327 

Total wmt 796  796 
Transport to Geraldton Port    
Lump wmt 305  305 
Fines wmt 369  369 

Total wmt 674  674 
Shipping    
Lump wmt 351  351 
Fines wmt 409  409 

Total wmt 760  760 

Comparison between figure 1 and figure 2 shows the progress of Tallering Peak’s Main Range mining 
operations in the September 2011 quarter. 

 

T2 in pit dump 

T6a3D 250RL 

T6a3C 220RL 

T6a3A 190RL 

Figure 1 - Main Range mining as at the end of the June 2011 quarter 
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Figure 2 - Main Range mining as at the end of the September 2011 quarter 
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Figure 3 - Main Range Pit looking south west  
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Koolan Island 

Mount Gibson commenced owner mining at Koolan Island in the September quarter and, as anticipated, the 
transition impacted operational performance, albeit to a lesser extent than the June quarter, with the 
commencement of 240 new employees.  The failure of an existing customer to furnish scheduled vessels 
early in the quarter prompted Mount Gibson to reduce activity at the site until an amicable agreement was 
negotiated between the customer and Mount Gibson.  Mine production was further restricted by delays to 
scheduled equipment delivery.  Scheduled digger and truck deliveries will be substantially completed by 
December 2011 whilst a new 360 tonne digger will be delivered during the March 2012 quarter to further 
supplement material movement and allow the retirement of less productive high maintenance machines.   

Ore production was 51% higher than the previous quarter whilst crusher and screening throughput was 16% 
higher than the previous quarter.  Koolan Island continued to source its primary ore from Mullet and 
Barramundi West pit which are now nearing completion.  Barramundi West pit is expected to be completed in 
the December quarter and Mullet pit in the March quarter. 

A significant milestone will be reached in November 2011 when Mount Gibson accesses ore from the first 
stage of Main Pit.  Ore supply from stage 1 Main Pit will be supplemented by Mullet and Barramundi West ore 
production.  Increased equipment capacity will be introduced in the March quarter 2012 to ensure the timely 
establishment of stage 2 Main Pit which involves the cut back of the southern pit wall. 

Ore shipments were 195% above the previous quarter, surpassing Mount Gibson’s guidance, reflecting 
increased ore availability and increased crusher and ship loader availability. 

The wet season in the Kimberley region typically commences in November and persists through to April 
during which time monsoonal activity intensifies causing significant rainfall events and cyclonic events.  
Koolan Island’s total material movement and shipping activity generally reduces during this period and is 
forecast to increase from April as weather improves.  The 2010/11 financial year was punctuated by 
unseasonal and intense rainfall and cyclonic events having a substantial negative effect on production and 
sales.  Mount Gibson has prepared as far as practicable for the onset of the monsoonal season however 
some disruption from high rainfall and cyclonic events is anticipated. 

A 10 day scheduled maintenance shutdown on the crushing and screening plant will occur in the December 
quarter.  Accounting for this outage, ore sales of 800,000 tonnes are targeted for the December quarter. 

Production for the September quarter is detailed in the following table: 

 

Sept 
2011 
qtr 

000’s 

TOTAL 
11-12 

 
000’s 

Mining    
Waste Mined bcm 2,205 2,205 
Ore Mined wmt 685  685 
Crushing    
Lump wmt 353  353 
Fines wmt 382  382 

Total wmt 735  735 
Shipping    
Lump wmt 365  365 
Fines wmt 508  508 

Total wmt 873  873 



 

  

996RL 970RL 

Figure 4 - Mullet Pit at the end of September 2011 showing bench development 

 

Ore Zone 

Figure 5 - Mullet Pit at the end of September 2011 looking west 
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Figure 6 – Barramundi West at the end of September 2011 showing bench development 

 

Ore Zone 

Figure 7 – Barramundi West at the end of September 2011 looking west 
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Figure 8 – Main Pit stage 1 at the end of September 2011 showing bench development 

 

Blinker Hill Seawall 

Stage 1 Southern cut back stage 2 

Figure 9 – Main Pit south wall cut back and Main Pit Stage 1 at the end of September 2011 looking east 
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Extension Hill Hematite Mine 

Ore production was 87% higher than the previous quarter with ROM stockpiles at capacity in preparation for 
crushing and screening plant commissioning and performance testing which will occur in the latter half of 
October 2011. 

Mining activity has been restricted by Mount Gibson whilst the crushing and screening facility is brought into 
production and will continue until the common user facilities are completed at the Geraldton port.  Sales from 
Extension Hill are expected to commence late in the December 2011 quarter with full annualised production 
rates expected to be realised in the June 2012 quarter.  Mount Gibson will batch transport ore from Tallering 
Peak and Extension Hill to the Geraldton port utilising Mount Gibson’s existing berth 4 facilities until common 
user facilities at the port are completed.  The upgrade of the common user facilities will significantly increase 
port train unloading capacity and link existing port infrastructure to Mount Gibson’s new berth 5 ore storage 
facility.  These works will allow Mount Gibson to fully utilise its existing train paths and operate at 3 million 
tonne per annum haulage rates from Tallering Peak and Extension Hill.  

Production for the September quarter is detailed in the following table: 

 

Sept 
2011 
qtr 

000’s 

TOTAL 
11-12 

 
000’s 

Mining    
Waste Mined bcm 226  226 
Ore Mined wmt 444  444 
Crushing    
Lump wmt 0 0 
Fines wmt 0 0 

Total wmt 0 0 
Transport to Perenjori Railhead    
Lump wmt 0 0 
Fines wmt 0 0 

Total wmt 0 0 
Transport to Geraldton Port    
Lump wmt 0 0 
Fines wmt 0 0 

Total wmt 0 0 
Shipping    
Lump wmt 0 0 
Fines wmt 0 0 

Total wmt 0 0 

 



 

Figure 10 - Extension Hill looking south east as at the end of the September 2011 quarter showing ore block development 

 

Figure 11 – Ore mining at Extension Hill 
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Figure 12 – Extension Hill crushing and screening plant during pre-commissioning generating lump and fines stockpiles 
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EXPLORATION 

Koolan Island 

RC drilling continued at the West End of Koolan Island for the entire quarter.  A total of 6,424 metres was 
drilled in 31 holes (Figure 13), representing most of this initial West End drilling campaign.  Best result 
returned is from hole PKRC1469, 11m @ 63.1% Fe from 124 metres down-hole.  Most mineralized 
intersections contain relatively high SiO2 values. 

Drilling planned for this phase of work has been reduced to 36 holes, from the initial 51 holes proposed from 
25 pads.  Assay results have been received for all holes completed, with 12 holes encountering significant 
mineralization (>55% Fe), see table below. 

 

Table of significant assay results (>55% Fe). 

Results suggest that mineralization such as that seen in outcrop is restricted to thin, relatively discontinuous 
hematite enriched zones related to either structures or folded stratigraphy within the Yampi Sandstone 
sequence, most likely well above the Elgee-Yampi contact which hosts all known orebodies on Koolan Island.  
The drilling shows a sequence of anticlinal-synclinal folded and cross-faulted interbedded un-mineralised 
sandstone, weakly to moderately mineralized hematitic sandstone, and minor schist units.  With no distinctive 
marker horizons intersected and an obviously complex structural framework, correlation between holes 
requires ongoing work including a structural analysis and targeted mapping. 
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A 

A 

Figure 13 – Plan showing location of exploration RC holes drilled at Koolan Island during the quarter (red circles). Local 
Mine Grid coordinates shown 

A cross-section along line A-A above showing an early interpretation of drilling results is shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 - Koolan Island West End cross-section 
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In July an update of the Main Pit deposit Resource and mining Reserve models was released, replacing the 
previous models completed in February 2010.  Generally, decreasing drillhole spacing has allowed better 
modeling of contaminant distribution, bulk density and friability, enabling most remaining in-pit Inferred 
Resources to be upgraded to Indicated / Probable status, with some material classified Measured/Proved for 
the first time.  Additionally, the use of actual logged data for Lump yield has improved the quality of those 
estimates. 

Minor changes to the modeled orebody geometry have driven refinements to pit design in the eastern half of 
the pit, and a high-resolution side-scanning sonar survey conducted for the ongoing footwall rehabilitation 
project identified some potential errors in the assumed previously mined surface as compiled for the 2005 
BFS.  The sonar data indicates a ramp was stripped out prior to pit abandonment and ore below the ramp 
probably mined out.  Some uncertainty in the level of the final mined floor also exists elsewhere, so Indicated 
Resources in some areas were re-classified Inferred and removed from Reserves. 

The net impact of all these changes has been to slightly increase the tonnage and quality of both Resources 
and Reserves in Main Pit.  The new models are the basis of 30 June 2011 Resources and Reserves 
statement released to ASX on 13 September 2011. 

Extension Hill 

Mapping and sampling of the southern Mt Gibson Ranges was conducted from late August to early 
September.  The ranges are considered highly prospective for economically viable DSO iron ore deposits, 
with some drilling conducted historically and a resource established at Iron Hill.  Given the close proximity to 
Extension Hill operations, a program of works for the area will be initiated in the coming months.  Rock chip 
samples from outcropping hematite on Gibson Hill were very encouraging with some results in excess of 68% 
Fe.  

In addition to primary bedded hematite deposits at Iron Hill and Gibson Hill, the potential for detrital iron ore is 
considered outstanding.  Knowledge of Extension Hill suggests that substantial DSO grade detrital deposits 
are likely along the flanks of the Mt Gibson Range. Targets have been identified and prioritized for future work 
(Figure 15).  Although the potential for substantially increasing the mining inventory in the Mt Gibson Ranges 
is probable, environmental hurdles imposed by the Strategic Review of the Banded Iron Formation Ranges of 
the Midwest and Goldfields commissioned by the previous State Government may limit realizing the full 
potential of hematite mining in the area. 

 



 

Figure 15 - Gibson Ranges bedded and detrital DSO iron ore target areas 
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EXTENSION HILL DIRECT SHIPPING ORE (“DSO”) PROJECT 

The DSO Project construction continued to wind down during the quarter with significant elements of the 
project being completed.  The current status of the key areas is detailed below: 

Extension Hill Mine Site 

 Structural steel erection and design rectification of identified design issues for the crushing plant was 
finalised in the quarter 

 The contractor engaged under a design and construction contract has provided verification from an 
independent design engineer that the plant meets Australian design standards 

 All structural, mechanical and electrical works were completed and the plant commenced wet 
commissioning with the introduction of mineralised waste into the plant in September 

 The plant will undergo a period of wet commissioning to identify any commissioning defects which require 
modification.  The throughput of the plant will be gradually increased to name plate capacity 

 Once all commissioning issues are addressed the plant will undergo a 5 day performance test to ensure 
compliance with the plant specification.  Upon successful completion of the performance test the plant will 
be handed over to Mount Gibson for operation. 

Transport Corridor 

 WestNet Rail has completed the construction of the spur line to the rail siding from the adjacent Mullewa 
to Wubin rail line.  The spur line requires approval from the office of rail safety before being put into 
service.  Application for the approval has been made 

 Rail siding infrastructure buildings including fuel farm, offices and workshops have been established on 
site. 

Geraldton Port – Berth 5 Storage Facility 

 The structural steel and mechanical installation contractor has achieved practical completion 
 The Berth 5 storage facility awaits the supply of power from the GPA to enable the final dry 

commissioning of the shed. 

GPA Train Unloader Upgrade 

 Foundations works for TT502/701 are completed 
 Steelwork fabrication for TT502/701 complete, installation has commenced with a late December target 

completion 
 Common user facility upgrade detailed design is nearing completion  
 Packages for shop detailing are being issued  
 CV602 fabrication package ready to issue 
 All major lead time items are under procurement 
 Civil works for the TUU facility awarded to Marine & Civil with sheet piling for the upgraded train unloader 

conveyor tunnel is scheduled to coincide with the GPA November maintenance shutdown 
 Scheduled for completion first quarter 2012. 
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Attribution 

The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results is based on information compiled by Rolf 
Forster, who is a member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.  Rolf Forster is a consultant to 
Mount Gibson Mining Limited, and has sufficient experience relevant to the styles of mineralisation and type of 
deposit under consideration and to the activity he is undertaking, to qualify as a Competent Person as defined 
in the December 2004 Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral 
Resources and Ore Reserves”.  Rolf Forster has consented to the inclusion of the matters in this report based 
on his information in the form and context in which it appears. 

The information in this report relating to Mineral Resources is based on information compiled by Rolf Forster, 
who is a member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.  Rolf Forster is a consultant to Mount 
Gibson Mining Limited, and has sufficient experience relevant to the styles of mineralisation and type of 
deposit under consideration and to the activity he is undertaking, to qualify as a Competent Person as defined 
in the December 2004 Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral 
Resources and Ore Reserves”.  Rolf Forster has consented to the inclusion of the matters in this report based 
on his information in the form and context in which it appears.  

The information in this report relating to Mining Reserves is based on information compiled by Rolf Forster 
and Weifeng Li, who are both members of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.  Rolf Forster 
and Weifeng Li are consultants to Mount Gibson Mining Limited, and have sufficient experience relevant to 
the styles of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which they are 
undertaking, to each qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the December 2004 Edition of the 
“Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves”.  Rolf Forster 
and Weifeng Li have consented to the inclusion of the matters in this report based on their information in the 
form and context in which it appears. 

David Berg 
Company Secretary 


